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What remains when you strip a sentence is the heart of the main clause:  the main verb, its 

subject, and its direct object (if it has one). With state of being verbs, what remains is the verb, its 

subject, and the subject's predicate noun or predicate adjective. 

We can employ the same stripping away process with participles and infinitives.* 

 
I am hard-pressed from both directions, having the desire to depart and be with 

Christ… 

   preposition  participle infinitives preposition 

 

Being found in appearance as a man, He humbled Himself by becoming obedient to the 

point of death. 

 participle       preposition 

 

What is the main thought of this verse? Christ's humbling of Himself. All the other 
words develop that thought. 

 

I am amply supplied, having received from Epaphroditus what you have sent… 

    participle  preposition 

DEVELOPING CLAUSES 

 
We can strip developing clauses from a sentence the same way, leaving behind only the 

dominant thought of the main clause. When stripping away developing clauses, the key is finding 

the tow bars or connector words that start them. Once you've found its tow bar, a developing 

clause can't escape your pencil. Let's look at some more examples. The connector words are in 

bold. 

 

                                                           
* Occasionally a gerund or an infinitive phrase will be the subject or direct object of a sentence. If so, don't strip it; it is 

part of the dominant thought. Example:  "To write the same things again is no trouble to me…" In this case, the infinitive to write is 
the subject of is. The dominant thought is to write is no trouble. 
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If anyone thinks he is something when he is nothing, he deceives himself. 

 conditional   temporal 

 
Notice that we did not cross out himself, the direct object. We'll include it as part 
of the dominant thought. The same is true with the word heart in the next 
example. 

 

Let us not lose heart in doing good, for in due time we shall reap if we do not grow 

weary.      causal   conditional 

 

I press on in order that I may lay hold of that for which also I was laid hold of by Christ 

Jesus.  purpose    relative 

 
Once you remove the purpose clause and its relative clause, you find that the 
dominant thought of the sentence is Paul's pressing on. In this case, we did not 
cross out on because it is an adverb describing press, not a preposition. 

 

Observe those who walk according to the pattern you have in us.    

 relative 

 
After removing the relative clause that develops the word those, the dominant 
thought is observing people. 

 

Not that I speak from want, for I have learned to be content in whatever circumstances I 

am.     explanatory 

 
The for clause explains why Paul can speak without want. 

 

This I pray, that your love may abound still more and more in real knowledge and all 

discernment.  noun 
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That starts a noun clause that gives the content of Paul's prayer. The whole noun 

clause is in apposition with the word this. 

 

Even if I am being poured out as a drink offering upon the sacrifice and service of your 

faith, I rejoice … concessive 

 

God highly exalted Him, and bestowed on Him the name which is above every name, that 

at the name of Jesus every knee should bow…  relative 

  purpose 

EXERCISES 

 
Now that you've seen some examples of how to strip a sentence in order to isolate the 

dominant thought, I want you to practice this important skill. In the exercises below, strip each 

sentence of all its developing words, including prepositions, infinitives, participles, and 

developing clauses. You can cross them out lightly with a pencil (unless this is a library book!). Do 

the exercises carefully:  this skill is critical to block diagramming. I've done the first sentence for 

you. When you are done, check your work against the answer key that follows.  

 
EXERCISE 1:  MATTHEW'S GOSPEL 
 
1. Unless you are converted and become like children, you shall not enter the kingdom of 

heaven. 

2. If your brother sins, go and reprove him in private; if he listens to you, you have won your 

brother. 

3. For this reason the kingdom of heaven may be compared to a certain king who wished to 

settle accounts with his slaves. 

4. Blessed are you, Simon Barjona, because flesh and blood did not reveal this to you. 

5. When they came to the multitude, a man came up to Him, falling on his knees before Him. 
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6. Sending away the multitudes, He got into the boat, and came to the region of Magadan. 

7. Departing from there, Jesus went along by the Sea of Galilee, and having gone up to the 

mountain, He was sitting there. 

8. Everyone therefore who shall confess Me before men, I will also confess him before My Father 

who is in heaven. 

9. Therefore do not fear them, for there is nothing covered that will not be revealed, and 

hidden that will not be known. 

10. Seeing the multitudes, He felt compassion for them, because they were distressed and 

downcast like sheep without a shepherd. 

11. You shall call His name Jesus, for it is He who will save His people from their sins. 

12. If your hand or your foot causes you to stumble, cut it off and throw it from you. 

 

ANSWER KEY 

 
1. Unless you are converted and become like children, you shall not enter the kingdom of 

heaven. 

2. If your brother sins, go and reprove him in private; if he listens to you, you have won your 

brother. 

3. For this reason the kingdom of heaven may be compared to a certain king who wished to 

settle accounts with his slaves. 

4. Blessed are you, Simon Barjona, because flesh and blood did not reveal this to you. 

5. When they came to the multitude, a man came up to Him, falling on his knees before Him. 

6. Sending away the multitudes, He got into the boat, and came to the region of Magadan. 

7. Departing from there, Jesus went along by the Sea of Galilee, and having gone up to the 

mountain, He was sitting there. 

8. Everyone therefore who shall confess Me before men, I will also confess him before My Father 

who is in heaven.  
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9. Therefore do not fear them, for there is nothing covered that will not be revealed, and 

hidden that will not be known. 

10. Seeing the multitudes, He felt compassion for them, because they were distressed and 

downcast like sheep without a shepherd. 

11. You shall call His name Jesus, for it is He who will save His people from their sins. 

12. If your hand or your foot causes you to stumble, cut it off and throw it from you. 

 

EXERCISE 2: ROMANS 

To isolate the dominant thought of these verses, strip each sentence of its developing 

words, including prepositions, infinitives, participles, and developing clauses. Do so by crossing 

them out lightly with a pencil until all that remains is the dominant thought. 

 

1. For I long to see you in order that I may impart some spiritual gift to you, that you may be 

established. 

2. Thus, for my part, I am eager to preach the gospel to you also who are in Rome. 

3. And just as they did not see fit to acknowledge God any longer, God gave them over to a 

depraved mind, to do those things which are not proper. 

4. For even though they knew God, they did not honor Him as God. 

5. But now apart from the Law the righteousness of God has been manifested, being witnessed 

by the Law and the Prophets. 

6. And not only this, but we also exult in our tribulations, knowing that tribulation brings about 

perseverance. 

7. For while we were still helpless, at the right time Christ died for the ungodly. 

8. For if while we were enemies, we were reconciled to God through the death of His Son, much 

more, having been reconciled, we shall be saved by His life. 

9. Now if we have died with Christ, we believe that we shall also live with Him. 

10. Therefore what benefit were you then deriving from the things of which you are now 

ashamed?  
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11. For the outcome of those things is death. 

12. There is therefore now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus. 

 

ANSWER KEY 

 
1. For I long to see you in order that I may impart some spiritual gift to you, that you may be 

established. 

2. Thus, for my part, I am eager to preach the gospel to you also who are in Rome. 

3. And just as they did not see fit to acknowledge God any longer, God gave them over to a 

depraved mind, to do those things which are not proper. 

4. For even though they knew God, they did not honor Him as God. 

5. But now apart from the Law the righteousness of God has been manifested, being witnessed 

by the Law and the Prophets. 

6. And not only this, but we also exult in our tribulations, knowing that tribulation brings about 

perseverance. 

7. For while we were still helpless, at the right time Christ died for the ungodly. 

8. For if while we were enemies, we were reconciled to God through the death of His Son, much 

more, having been reconciled, we shall be saved by His life. 

9. Now if we have died with Christ, we believe that we shall also live with Him.  

10. Therefore what benefit were you then deriving from the things of which you are now 

ashamed?  

11. For the outcome of those things is death. 

12. There is therefore now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus. 

 

Sentence number twelve is Romans 8:1. If you were to preach that verse, what would your 

theme be? It would be God's theme:  no condemnation. You need the developing words, for 

those who are in Christ Jesus, to fill out the thought—they specify who will not be condemned. 
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However, the dominant thought is found in the main clause:  no condemnation. And what a great 

thought it is for those who have believed in Christ! 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

BLOCK DIAGRAMMING 

 

While I was in seminary, I had the privilege of sitting under the teaching of John 

MacArthur, one of the great preachers of our era. When he spoke, it was as if God were speaking 

again. Texts I had not understood became clear. He made me think grand thoughts about God, 

Christ, and salvation, thoughts that I had never thought before. I loved the relentless detail of his 

sermons; I loved his ingenious way of breaking down and explaining complex texts. He did not 

preach around God’s word or about God’s word. He preached God’s words—the text of 

Scripture itself. He fed us the grain of God, not the straw of men. 

How do great preachers do it? What is their secret? Some of it is just extraordinary 

spiritual gifting. The Holy Spirit fills each preacher's cup of spiritual giftedness to the level He 

chooses, and it is a delightful fact that He fills the cups of some men all the way to the brim. You 

and I can't mimic or copy that. However, we can imitate the study methods that outstanding 

preachers use to produce their sermons.  

Not-so-great preachers use a variety of shameful methods to study God's word, methods 

you should never imitate. Some use what I call the morning news method. They prepare their 

sermons by watching the television news or by reading the morning newspaper, and then they 

preach up a thunderstorm of opinions based on whatever they heard or read. Other preachers 

use the Bible, but they do so by using the shoplifting method:  grab a favorite word from the text 

and run. The context is ignored, and the whole sermon focuses on what the preacher wants to say 

about a certain word, rather than focusing on what the biblical author wanted to say when he 

used that word.  

I once suffered through a sermon supposedly covering 2 Corinthians 2:1-11 in which the 

preacher shoplifted the words, "I wrote," from verse nine, and preached that Christians should 

imitate Paul by being faithful letter writers. He completely ignored what Paul wrote, life-changing 
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instruction about forgiving a repentant brother. Instead, he snatched, "I wrote," from the text and 

made his sermon about writing letters. Disastrous. 

Another method, similar to the shoplifting method, is the eisegesis method. What does 

eisegesis mean?  Eisegesis is the opposite of exegesis. Exegesis means to get God's meaning out of 

a text (ex means out of, as in exit or exodus). Therefore, eisegesis (from eis or into) means to read 

your own meaning into a text. Christians practice eisegesis every time they say, "What this text 

means to me is…" They are injecting their meaning into the text, rather than drawing God's 

meaning out of it. 

Preachers often combine the eisegesis method with the Holy Spirit method discussed 

earlier.  By mixing the two, they don't feel guilty for imposing their unstudied guesses on God's 

word; after all, their inaccurate interpretation was from God's Spirit. Bad preachers also regularly 

rely on what I call the "Help me, Jesus!" method. It's Saturday night and you didn't discipline 

yourself to study that week; therefore, all you can do is cry out, "Help me, Jesus!" and hope that 

the Lord will give you a sermon in the morning. Diligent, unashamed, God-approved workmen 

don't use those methods to prepare sermons. What method do they use? 

ALTERNATIVES 

 
There are different, legitimate ways of studying God's word. For example, in seminary I 

was taught two different study methods. One of those methods I found quite suitable for 

studying a passage in order to write a technical Bible commentary. For some of my professors this 

method worked quite well, probably because that's exactly what they did—they wrote technical 

commentaries and seminary journal articles. However, it was a method that (in my estimation) 

wasn't very helpful for preparing sermons. It produced a lot of disconnected facts about a 

passage, but for a sermon I wanted tightly connected facts. I needed to understand the flow of 

the passage, not just accumulate a mass of details about it. 

Therefore, while in seminary I embraced a second method, the one I am teaching you in 

this chapter. It is called diagramming. What is a diagram? It's a picture of the grammar and syntax 
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of a Bible passage. It shows you how the author put his text together. It's a way of arranging the 

words of Scripture on a page so that you can easily see what the author's dominant thought was 

and how he developed that thought. A block diagram forces you to measure every piece of the 

text before you start cutting. Thomas Schreiner writes, "One of the great values of diagramming, 

then, is that it compels the interpreter to slow down and think carefully through every decision of 

the text."37 Diagramming sharpens the knife of careful reading to a razor's edge. 

There are two different ways to diagram a text of Scripture. One is line diagramming; the 

other is block diagramming.* Below is an example of each. 

Line Diagram 

 

Block Diagram 

 

God created the heavens 

 and 

the earth 

 
 in the beginning 

 

                                                           
37 Thomas Schreiner, Interpreting the Pauline Epistles (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Baker Book House, 1990), 77-78. 

Schreiner is referring to line diagramming, but his point also applies to block diagramming.  
*It is called block diagramming because it breaks down a passage into small blocks of text, positioning each block to 

show how it relates to the rest of the sentence or paragraph. 
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Both methods accomplish the same thing in the end—they force you to think very 

carefully about each word or group of words in a text. The strength of line diagramming is that it 

is slightly more detailed than block diagramming. However, early in my ministry I converted to 

block diagramming for three reasons. First, in long passages, a line diagram can be quite awkward 

to work with:  too many lines, sticks, and stilts. Second, block diagramming is quicker because you 

don't waste time looking up which lines to use in order to represent obscure grammatical 

constructions. Third, block diagramming goes more quickly simply because you don't spend time 

drawing lines:  sermon preparation is hard enough without turning it into an exercise in applied 

geometry. If you prefer to use line diagramming, God's blessings be upon you—it's an excellent 

method for studying God's word in detail. In fact, learning to line diagram provides a superb 

background for block diagramming. However, in this book, we'll stick to block diagramming; it's 

easier to learn, faster to use, and accomplishes the same thing in the end. 

What does it accomplish? Block diagramming makes you look at a Bible passage like a 

mechanically minded boy studying a lawnmower engine. When the engine sits in front of him in its 

assembled state, he can't quite see how it works. But after taking the engine to bits, when he has 

all the pieces laid out, he exclaims, "Oh, now I see how it works!" A block diagram accomplishes 

the same thing:  it takes the text to bits so that the preacher can exclaim, "Now I see how Genesis 

1:1 works!" And if you see how the text works, you've taken a critical step towards preaching for 

God. 

BLOCK DIAGRAMMING 

 
Words are very effective things, but they do have limitations. For example, is it easier to 

learn how to tie your shoelaces by listening to a lecture on how to tie shoelaces or by watching 

someone actually do it? When it comes to tying your shoes, watching (and then doing it yourself) 

is far better than hearing a lecture about knots and bows. In the same way, it's easier to learn 

block diagramming by seeing it done. Therefore, I'll start with a short description of how to block 

diagram, but if it sounds confusing, don't panic. I'll quickly move to showing you how to do it. 
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Finally, you'll get some opportunities to do it yourself in the next chapter. Trust me:  if you can tie 

your shoes, you can block diagram. 

Block diagramming has two basic steps:   

 
1. Write the dominant thought—the main verb, its subject, and direct object* (if it 

has one)—on the left hand margin.  
 
2. Write the words that develop the dominant thought underneath and to the right 

of the dominant thought. Be sure to line up developing words directly underneath 
the words they develop or describe. 

 
Sound complicated? It won't be when you see it. Let's start with step one. Before you can 

write the dominant thought on the left-hand margin, you must first decide what the dominant 

thought is. That's why we practiced stripping a sentence in the last chapter. The dominant 

thought is the part of a sentence that stands by itself as a complete thought. Let's strip Genesis 

1:1. 

GENESIS 1:1   

 
In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 
 

What words in this sentence stand by themselves as a complete thought? If you strip away 

all the "unnecessary" words as you practiced in the last chapter, what you are left with is God 

created. That's the core of the sentence. You can say it without having to add anything else:  God 

created. The rest of the words simply explain when God created and what He created. Therefore, 

God's creating act is the dominant thought.  

To start a block diagram of Genesis 1:1, you write God created on the left-hand margin. 

You can also add the direct object of God's creating:  the heavens and the earth. To show that 

God created two things, you can write it like this: 

                                                           
*As you learned in the grammar chapter, stative verbs like is, was, and be are followed by predicate nominatives (nouns) 

and predicate adjectives rather than direct objects. To keep these instructions simple, here I'll speak only of active verbs, but you 
do the same thing if you are working with a stative verb and its predicate nominative or predicate adjective. 
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God created the heavens  

  and  

the earth 

 
But what about the rest of the verse? In step two, write the words that develop the 

dominant thought underneath it and to the right. Developing words go directly underneath the 

words they serve.  In Genesis 1:1, the developing words are in the beginning.  They tell you when 

God created. Since in the beginning develops the verb created, it is written underneath it. It is 

also indented from the left-hand margin to show that it is in a serving role. This makes it clear that 

created is the dominant thought, and that in the beginning is a developing thought. 

 
God created the heavens 

 and 

the earth 

 
 in the beginning 

GALATIANS 6:1  

 
Brethren, even if a man is caught in any trespass, you who are spiritual, restore such a one 
in a spirit of gentleness; looking to yourselves, lest you too be tempted. 

 
What is the dominant thought of this sentence? This example is harder than Genesis 1:1 

because there are a lot more verb options. As you read, you'll find that there are five verb-like 

words in Galatians 6:1:  is caught, are, restore, looking, be tempted. On the verse written out 

above this paragraph, use your pencil to strip away the direct address, the developing clauses, 

and the prepositional phrases. When you're done, compare it to the example below and see how 

you did. 

 
Brethren, even if a man is caught in any trespass, you who are spiritual, restore such a one 
in a spirit of gentleness; looking to yourselves, lest you too be tempted. 
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Hopefully you came up with you ... restore such a one. All the other options develop or 

depend on something else. They can't drive by themselves, but the command, you ... restore, can. 

Therefore, it is the dominant thought of Galatians 6:1. What does discovering that do for you? By 

identifying the dominant thought, you know that restoration was Paul's message when he wrote 

this verse. You might want to teach about temptation, spirituality, or gentleness. Those are all 

great topics; however, if you want to teach what God said when Paul wrote this verse, then your 

theme will have to be the restoration of a sinner.  

To diagram Galatians 6:1, start with the dominant thought on the left-hand column: 

 

you restore  such a one 

 

That accomplished, we move to step two:  write the words that develop the dominant 

thought underneath it and to the right. Developing words go directly underneath the words they 

serve. 

 
brethren* 
 
you    restore   such a one 

   who are spiritual 
 
    even if a man is caught in any trespass  

 
    in a spirit of gentleness 

 
    looking  

to yourselves 

     lest you too be tempted 

 

                                                           
* Direct addresses, such as brethren, don't fit in the flow of a sentence. They are placed above the main verb, as shown 

here. 
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Notice that each part of Galatians 6:1 has been arranged to indicate what it develops. 

Who are spiritual describes you. Therefore, it is placed underneath you and indented slightly. 

The words even if..., in a spirit..., and looking..., all develop the command you restore. Therefore, 

they are placed under restore. You can train your mental ear to identify these relationships as you 

read a sentence. How? By repeating the main verb before each developing thought. 

 
You restore … even if a man is caught in any trespass 

You restore … in a spirit of gentleness 

You restore … looking to yourselves lest you also be tempted 

MULTIPLE SENTENCES 

 
Most of the time the text you are preaching will be longer than one sentence. If that is the 

case, you have two options when block diagramming it. If all the sentences are of equal 

importance to the thought of the paragraph, you can begin them all on the left-hand margin. In 

the case of our next example, 1 Thessalonians 5:16-18, all three commands are of equal 

importance. One command does not work for the others; all are kings; none are servants. 

Therefore, we'll place all three on the left-hand margin. The words that develop them (always, 

without ceasing, in everything) are servants; therefore, they are indented. I have also indented for 

this is the will of God…. It is working for the last command, perhaps even all three commands. It is 

not a king; it is a servant. It tells you why you must rejoice, pray, and give thanks. 

 
Rejoice  

 always 

 
Pray  

 without ceasing 

 
Give thanks 

 in everything 
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 for 

 this is the will of God  

 
for you 

in Christ Jesus 

 

In many cases, one sentence will develop another sentence. Consider the two complete 

sentences that start Psalm 23:  The Lord is my shepherd. I shall not want. What is the relationship 

between them? I would suggest result. As a result of the Lord's shepherding, I shall not want. The 

dominant thought is the Lord's shepherding; lacking nothing is the result. In the example below, I 

have added the words as a result in brackets to show the author-intended relationship between 

the two sentences. 

 
The Lord is my shepherd 

   [as a result] 

I shall not want 

 
While both sentences are complete thoughts, it is clear that the second sentence develops 

the first.  It's not quite a servant, but it's not quite a king either. Maybe it's a prince. Such 

relationships between sentences are just as critical as the relationships within a sentence. Let me 

say that again:  relationships between sentences are just as critical as the relationships within a 

sentence. Usually authors mark the connection between sentences with words such as therefore, 

since, for, or but. However, as in Psalm 23:1, poetry often does not state connections; it leaves it 

to you, the reader, to supply them. 

The apostle Paul, on the other hand, loves connector words, and scatters them 

throughout his paragraphs as liberally as a sower scattering seed on a field. For example, Romans 

1:15 and 16 are distinct sentences, but the for that begins verse 16 shows that in verse 16 Paul is 
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explaining why he is so eager to preach the gospel to the Romans (v. 15). To reflect this, I have 

indented the whole of verse 16 to show that it is working for verse 15. 

I am eager     (v. 15) 

to preach the gospel 

to you also 

who  

are in Rome. 

For [because]    (v. 16) 

I am not ashamed 

of the gospel 

for 

it is the power  

of God 

for salvation 

to everyone  

who believes 

to the Jew first 

   and also 

to the Greek. 

SUMMARY OF BLOCK DIAGRAMMING 

 
A block diagram is a wonderful tool for studying a passage of Scripture. It clearly 

distinguishes the dominant thought from the developing thoughts; it separates the kings from the 

servants. It traces the line of the author's argument by making you look closely at words like 

because, therefore, if, after, and although. All of those things are critical to careful Bible reading; 

they are critical to preaching for God. 
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MORE EXAMPLES 

 
Let me give you a few more examples of block diagramming (the brackets on the right side 

of the page tell you how the developing thoughts are serving the dominant thought). 

 
2 TIMOTHY 1:14 
 
[You] guard   the treasure     [dominant thought] 

which has been entrusted  [rel. cl.: which treasure] 

to you   [prep: to whom] 

 
through the Holy Spirit      [prep: how] 

who dwells in us    [relative cl.: which Spirit] 

 
 
1 TIMOTHY 3:14 

 

I am writing   these things  

 
to you         [prep: to whom] 

hoping to come      [circumstantial participle] 

to you       [prep: to whom] 

before long     [prep: when] 

 

1 TIMOTHY 6:3-4 

 
he is conceited        [2 dominant thoughts] 

  and  

understands nothing  

 
if         [2 conditional clauses  
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anyone advocates a different doctrine    explaining the situation in 

  and         in which the main clauses 

[if one]        are true] 

does not agree  

with sound words those    [apposition] 

of our Lord Jesus Christ  [prep.: which words] 

  and  

with the doctrine     [prep] 

conforming to godliness  [part.: which doctrine] 
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